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ABSTRACT The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of our approach
for modeling enterprise web applications (EWA), which is use case driven and
uses UML as the modeling language. Our approach delivers a conceptual, logi-
cal model of the application, which consists of three packages. Packages were
chosen to model three logical level concerns: presentation, business, and data
management logic. Our approach uses the principle of separation of concerns, in
that our package partition was made with the goal of isolating as many changes,
which are commonly made in EWAs, as possible within a single package. In this
paper, we focus on the business logic concern, and only give a brief overview of
the preliminary techniques used to model the other two concerns. Also, we pro-
pose to model each concern with different views. Finally, we briefly discuss how
our proposed logical model is mapped to process and deployment models to give
a complete model of EWAs.

KEYWORDS Enterprise Web Applications, Unified Modeling Language, Use
Cases, Web Systems.

1 Introduction

E-commerce has facilitated the global electronic marketplace that is now in place and
expanding. Companies involved in e-commerce had different reasons for entering (or
in some cases pioneering) the electronic marketplace. Some of these include: getting a
competitive advantage over the opposition, opening themselves to an extended cus-
tomer base, and optimizing their business model, in terms of business-to-business e-
commerce. However, it is predicted that we are fast approaching a time when compa-
nies will not enter the e-commerce industry out of choice but out of necessity [11]. The
software for e-commerce systems has become critical to the successful functioning of
firms world-wide. Enterprise web applications (EWAs) are software systems used for
e-commerce that have the facility to deliver and receive information via the web,
where input via the web affects the state of the business [2].

Intra-corporate distributed object-oriented systems have provided a training ground for
EWAs, in terms of exposing the need to address robustness, scalability and maintain-
ability issues. However, EWAs pose additional software-related problems, not faced
by intra-corporate systems, such as, how does one make an online business secure?
eliminate downtime for mission-critical, 24-7 EWAs? provide reliability and perfor-
mance in an environment with unknown upper bounds on demand? and manage billing
and payment of goods/services on a world stage?

In this paper, we provide an overview of our approach for modeling enterprise web
applications (EWA), which is use case driven and uses UML [8] as the modeling lan-
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guage. Our approach delivers a conceptual, logical model of the application, which
consists of three packages. Packages were chosen to model three logical level con-
cerns: presentation, business, and data management logic. We therefore use the princi-
ple of separation of concerns, in that our package partition was made with the goal of
isolating as many changes, which are commonly made in EWAs, as possible to within
a single package. In this paper, we focus on the business logic concern, and only give a
brief overview of the preliminary techniques used to model the other two concerns.
Also, we propose to model each concern with different views. Finally, we briefly dis-
cuss how our proposed logical model is mapped to process and deployment models to
give a complete model of EWAs. 

2 Three Logical Levels

By the very nature of the web delivery part of EWAs, EWAs are predominantly event-
driven and have an important presentation aspect. Also, EWAs usually do not fall into
a single category of traditional client/server topologies. The Gartner Group defines cli-
ent/server topologies by describing five topologies in terms of their client/server parti-
tion of three levels of logic: presentation, application1, data management. The
assumption with this classification is that the protocol between the client and server2

follows a single protocol convention. This is not generally the case with EWAs or
more generally web systems. For example, a system where the client processes html
pages would be classed as a “distributed presentation” topology, but if at another time
the client executes applets that verify some business rules then the system would be
classed as a “distributed function” topology, and finally if again at another time, the
client interacts with the server by webcasting—the information is sent automatically
based on the interests defined by a user profile—the system would be classed as a “dis-
tributed database” topology.

Modeling EWAs in terms of a client part and a server part is problematic because the
partition between them is under constant change, due to the dynamic and competitive
nature of e-commerce. Enterprises are always looking for better ways to entice/keep
customers, e.g., enhancing the visual appeal, reducing the user-perceived delays in
page loading, input verification, etc., perhaps even introducing a new technology to
facilitate this. For example, an enterprise decides that a certain key page should be
enhanced with animation and another page proves to be a bottleneck for purchasing
product X due to the time taken to validate input data. To solve these problems, the
enterprise introduces Flash technology for animating the first page and Java applets for
client-side validation of input data on the second page. Such modifications tend to
change the protocol between the client and server, forcing the line between the client/
server to shift and therefore directly affecting both client and server models. 

Instead, a better place to start modeling an EWA is to separate the application along the
three logical concerns: presentation, business, and data management logic. Such a
choice of partition often makes it possible to isolate changes within a particular logical

1.  We use the term “business logic” when referring to “application logic” in EWAs.
2.  Note that a server itself is not limited to a single node.
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concern. For example in the fixes discussed above only the presentation logic would
have been affected if we were using the three logical levels partition. Furthermore, this
partitioning proves to be useful for EWAs because the three logical concerns are gener-
ally subject to different amounts of change over time relative to the others. Typically in
EWAs, the presentation logic is subject to greater change than the business logic, and
the business logic is subject to greater than the data management level. 

We propose to define three separate packages, encapsulating the three logical concerns
discussed earlier (presentation, business and data management logic). Each package
can be developed/dealt with separately. The presentation logic and business logic
packages have similarities to a model-view-controller (MVC) architecture, in that the
model corresponds to the business logic package, the view corresponds to the presen-
tation logic package, and the controller has a coordination part that disappears and a
delegation part that is distributed between both packages.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the different views used to describe each of the three
logical concerns.

3 Extraction of Information from Use Cases

Use cases are an excellent tool for capturing the required behavior of the application.
They prove to be popular because of their informal, easy to use and to understand style
which caters to technical as well as non-technical stakeholders of the software under
development. Effective use cases are written in such a way that each concern of the
stakeholder can be validated. 

Our approach utilizes system-level scope, black-box use cases1 to extract information
about the business logic. Depending on the granularity of the use cases, information
can also be used in the description of the other two concerns, because often use cases
can give some hints on how the application is to be presented, e.g., the dialogue
between a customer and the system, and/or how the data is to be managed, e.g. cus-
tomer profiles are persistently stored.

The information on the business logic extracted from use cases is used to describe the
business logic concern. The views, highlighted in figure 1, are one option for describ-
ing the business logic, however it is possible that there exists other combinations/
views that are just or more effective. It is part of our ongoing work to find the most
effective combination for EWAs. For example, the performance view might be inte-
grated in the transactional view because we might find that most performance con-
straints always relate to the organization of transactions.

Each view initially provides its own perspective on a black-box business logic “sys-
tem”, in line with the black-box descriptions of the use cases. We then use a divide-
and-conquer approach for decomposing the system into parts, i.e., subsystems. How
the subsystems are architected from the system-level descriptions is out of the scope of
this paper. A UML-based approach to explicitly deal with system decomposition from
the architectural point of view has been proposed by Kandé and Strohmeier [6]. 

1.  see [1] for a description of system-level scope, black-box use cases.
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Fig. 1. The Three Logical Level Packages

The activity of decomposition continues until a subsystem level is reached where the
subsystems obtained are internally cohesive and one can be reasonably confident, from
the views defined for it, that there are no “gremlins” left lurking. For a detailed

Presentation Logic Concern

The ideas for describing the presentation logic concern draw heavily upon the work of Con-
stantine and Lockwood. Interested readers are referred to their book [3]. 

This concern is described with multiple views, which are part of the presentation logic pack-
age: 

 • User role view — all user roles and relationships between them (affinity, classification,
composition) described in terms of their needs, interests, behaviors, and expectations.

 • Dialogue view — the (also known as conversations) narratives between the application
and the user .

 • Content and context view — the visual content and the operational context of all the
pages/screens, styles, layouts, and formats organized into related collections. 

 • Design view — the visual design of the user interface and description of its operation.
Business Logic Concern

The business logic concern is described by multiple views, which are part of the business
logic package. 

The following views are decomposed as the business logic “system” is decomposed into sub-
systems and so on:

 • Structural view: a model of the (sub)system hierarchy—all the subsystems of the busi-
ness logic “system” and their subsystems and so on.

 • Transactional view: a model of all the business transactions that the business logic is
involved in.

 • Security management view: a description of the roles of actors, their permissions in terms
of user tasks/operations, and the permissions that are enforced for each subsystem.

 • Performance view: a model of all the performance constraints on the business logic.
For each (sub-)system defined by the structural view (at all levels), the following views are
constructed:

 • Communication view: defined by three sub-views,
Change of state and notification view: descriptions of all operations that change the
state of the system of focus.

Validation view: descriptions of all operations that validate input required of the sys-
tem of focus.

Query view: all the queries for information required of the system of focus.

 • Data view: a model of the minimum concepts and relationships between them required to
realize the change of state, validation, and query views of the system of focus.

The coupling between the presentation logic and business logic packages is defined by the
communication views. The coupling between the business logic and data management logic
packages is defined by the data views.

Data Management Concern

This concern is principally described by the persistence view and connection configuration
view, which are part of the data management package. These two views are normally suffi-
cient for an application built with a technology like EJB with container managed persistence.
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description of how the “change of state and notification” view could be constructed
using operation schemas—operations described by pre- and postconditions which are
written in UML’s Object Constraint Language—and how the data view is constructed
see [9], and [10] for some examples .

Our approach delivers a logical model of the business logic that is independent of dis-
tribution and related communication protocols, such as http, thus it is more general
than EWAs. We propose a “high-level” logical model because on the one hand, it is
important to abstract away the details that are open to frequent change—just because
we are writing internet software does not mean that one should throw out many of the
software engineering principles gleaned over the years. However, on the other hand, it
is also important to have an approach that is tailored for EWAs. We have addressed this
last point by separating out the concerns that are significant to EWAs (i.e., the three
logical concerns: presentation, business, and data management) and on these concerns
we model the application from perspectives that we believe to be significant to the
development of EWAs.

The realization of virtual and physical distribution tuned for web-based systems from
our proposed logical model is discussed in the next section. 

4 A Mapping to Process and Deployment Models

After we have obtained a sufficiently mature logical model, consisting of the three log-
ical packages, we map the logical model to the process model. We model the elements
of the process model with the approach proposed by Conallen for modeling web appli-
cations in UML [2].

The mapping activity requires that the presentation and business logic is composed to
form a detailed design, introducing coordination logic between the two concerns. At
this point, two activities are performed and according to the choice of technology and
qualities/constraints defined in the views, e.g., performance: 1) the partitioning
between the client and the server is made and 2) the internals of the business logic sub-
systems are designed and attached to the presentation logic (when appropriate). This
split between the client side and the server side requires that one trades-off subsystem
cohesion1 against other qualities such as increased performance. 

For example, the business logic describes a customer management subsystem that han-
dles all customer related actions and verifications. It is decided that a Java applet,
embedded in the presentation’s page, will be used to validate certain customer
attributes on the client-side for reasons of performance (highlighted by a performance
constraint in the performance view of the logical model). Thus, the subsystem has been
split between client and server, requiring in addition some coordination between the
two, e.g., an interaction protocol over Java’s RMI. 

1.  One should always try and treat a subsystem as a single unit that rests on a single (virtual) node,
i.e., not distributed across many different nodes, unless other reasons such as performance con-
straints require the contrary.
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As part of the mapping activity, we also precipitate the security aspects, e.g., we may
assess that a firewall should be introduced to meet a certain security constraint. Also,
we make a partition between the server and the database, according to the data man-
agement logic package—the server/database part of the process model. 

After the process model is partitioned into client/server/database, we produce a
deployment model that maps the process model to physical nodes. Choices such as
breaking the server up into a web server and an application server are made in the map-
ping activity from the process to the deployment model, according to the decisions
made and physical constraints on the topology. Examples of physical constraints are:
we have a specific 3-tier physical architecture that is to be used, or we have a dedicated
web server that, for performance reasons, is not allowed to run any of the business
logic.

5 Related Works

In this paper we highlighted the logical model that can be constructed for EWAs. The
combination of the logical model with the other two models: process and deployment
models, is defined along the lines of the “4+1” view model of software architecture
proposed by Kruchten [7]. The logical model relates to Kruchten’s logical and devel-
opment views, the process model relates to his process view, and the deployment
model relates to his physical view.

The division of the logical model of an application into three parts was motivated by
the Gartner Group classification of client/sever topologies. They defined three logical
levels: presentation, application and data management. In terms of dividing the logical
model into three separate parts like we have proposed in this paper, we are unaware of
other work, but in terms of modeling the business logic of an application, many of the
earlier methods did this implicitly, e.g., Fusion, OMT, etc.

The idea of using a separation of concerns on the logical model of the application and
then using a set of views to describe each concern is inspired by the work of Tarr et al.
on multi-dimensional separation of concerns [12].

The choice of a divide-and-conquer approach against a bottom-up approach for
decomposing the system into subsystems was mainly motivated with the realization
that certain views such as, performance, security and transactional views seem to be
better described in a top-down fashion rather than a bottom-up fashion. Many claim
that top-down approaches are “black magic”, because the activity of breaking the par-
ent module into parts tends to be a “wand-waving” activity. However, we believe that
we provide the developers the opportunity to collect sufficient information, via the dif-
ferent view models, to successfully decompose the parent (sub)system into subsystems
that meet the low-coupling, high-cohesion rule.

One of the many activities possible in the Unified Software Development Process [5]
defines an approach for deriving objects from use cases by categorizing concepts into
three kinds of objects: boundary, control, entity1. This classification is similar to our

1.  This originally comes from the work on OOSE by Jacobson [4].
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partition of three logical concerns—boundary objects are often part of the presentation
logic, control objects are often part of the business logic, and entity objects are part of
the business and data management logic. However, we have several problems with this
approach. First, we believe that often objects that are directly derived from use cases
are more inclined to follow functional boundaries and therefore are less likely to
encapsulate coherent and evenly distributed responsibilities. As Cockburn [1]
remarked:

³'HVLJQ�GRHVQ¶W�FOXVWHU�E\�XVH�FDVH��DQG�EOLQGO\�IROORZLQJ�WKH�XVH�FDVH�VWUXFWXUH� OHDGV�WR� IXQF�

WLRQDO�GHFRPSRVLWLRQ�GHVLJQ´

Second, the activity of breaking the use case up into boundary, control and entity
objects requires that one also defines the coordination between the three of them. We
believe that this can often lead to premature decisions on the coordination between the
three logical levels. In contrast, our approach forces the developer to separate the three
logical concerns and only after each concern has been dealt with can the coordination
aspects be clarified (i.e. in the process model). And lastly, breaking the use cases up
into objects makes it very difficult to use an implementation language that is not
object-oriented. Even though we use UML which is itself object-oriented, our
approach does not limit one to use an object-oriented design/implementation activity
for designing/implementing the internals of the subsystems defined in the logical
model.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we provided an overview of our approach for modeling enterprise web
applications (EWA), which is use case driven and uses UML as the modeling lan-
guage. Our approach proposed to model the logical aspects of EWAs by splitting up
the application into three separate concerns, delivered as packages: presentation, busi-
ness, and data management logic. The partition was made with the goal of isolating as
many changes, which are commonly made in EWAs, as possible to within a single
package. Also, we proposed to model each concern with different views. Finally, we
briefly discussed how our proposed logical model is mapped to process and deploy-
ment models to give a complete model of EWAs.
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